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WELCOME ADDRESS BY HIS EXCELLENCY,
GOVERNOR OF LAGOS STATE,
AKINWUNMI AMBODE

Your Excellency, the president of the federal republic of Nigeria; Your Excellency, the vice president,
your excellencies, all the governors here present, deputy governors, former governors, members of
the national assembly, members of the federal executive council, the honourable speaker of the
house of assembly and members of the state executive council. Members of the diplomatic corps,
my royal majesties, my lord spiritual and temporal; too many people here to mention, to our
singular celebrant and his amiable wife, discussants, distinguished guests, good morning.
It gives me great honour to stand before you all to be the one to give the welcome address at this
year’s 10th Bola Ahmed Tinubu Colloquium. Permit me to also use this platform on behalf of all the
people of Lagos State to welcome his Excellency, President Muhammadu Buhari, GCFR, to the centre
of excellence, the state of aquatic splendour; on this historic 2day official visit to our state.
Prior to this event, we have just witnessed the flag off of the construction of Lekki deep seaport at
Ibeju-Lekki and the commissioning of the Ikeja Bus terminal as we continue the positive trajectory of
growth and development of our state. We want to say a big thank you to you Mr. President for your
continued support for our state and Lagosians believe that this support will get stronger from this
historic visit.
The theme of this year’s colloquium is “Investing in People” whether it is called human capital
development or people centric investment, the meaning is clear enough and its importance is
undeniable. For us on the political landscape, it may well be the greatest governance challenge.
Creating highly impactful programmes and policies for our people is my simple understanding of
good governance. At the end of the day, the level of investments on our people will determine our
future sustenance as a nation always.
For me, there is no better birthday present we can give to the celebrant Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu
than the theme of today. Look around you, there are only a few people that can match his
unquestionable test to invest in people. It goes without any gained saying that, I join numerous
others seated here or outside that have gained in the investment Asiwaju has made on people; I am
grateful for that. His era as governor of Lagos state from 1999 to 2007, showed the depth of his
governance capacity. After his gubernatorial years, he has continued to show pivotal leadership
particularly on the national stage. It is not for nothing that he is acknowledged for his defining role in
the emergence of a progressive political party in Nigeria.
I join all your admirers across the globe in wishing you more years ahead. Congratulations and happy
birthday!
Finally, Mr. President, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, this edition of the Asiwaju Bola Tinubu
Colloquium, just as the previous editions, promises to be another veritable roundtable of generation
of ideas by all stakeholders on the subject to be discussed today. The ultimate objective and

expectation is for this forum to avail policy makers at all levels of government new ideas and
perspectives and to enrich the process of policy formulation, design and implementation. On this
note, I welcome you all and thank you for honouring our invitation. Thank you and God bless you.

SOCIAL INVESTMENT AND GOVERNANCE
THE EXAMPLE OF THE NSIP
MRS ZAINAB AHMED
HONOURABLE MINISTER OF STATE,
BUDGET AND NATIONAL PLANNING
Your Excellency, the president of the federal republic of Nigeria; Your Excellency, the vice president,
of the federal republic of Nigeria, your Excellency, the governor of Lagos state, excellencies, state
governors, Excellency Asiwaju Bola Tinubu and Senator Oluremi Bola Tinubu, distinguished and
honourable members of the national assembly, heads of agencies, captains of industry, excellencies,
members of the diplomatic corps, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen.
It is a rare honour and a privilege for me to be given the opportunity to speak today at the 10th Bola
Tinubu Colloquium and I am glad that I have the privilege to speak on the topic “Investing in
People”. The topic is very important at this time in the history of our nation. I would like to
specifically commend and appreciate our leader, the icon of our great party; the Asiwaju, for his
passion for Nigeria and also, I want to appreciate the organisers of this forum.
10 years is a good milestone, not just ten as in a number but the giant strides that the colloquium
has achieved in this period. The annual Bola Tinubu Colloquium has become a platform for thought
provoking national discuss. Excellencies, distinguished ladies and gentlemen; I was asked to speak on
social investment as a future of governance in Nigeria. In the context of this theme, it is important to
state here that the current federal government of Nigeria’s social investment programme is in
contrast to the various traditional approaches of social support programmes as it focuses more on
addressing the declining and worrisome trend in Nigeria’s socio economic indicators in the health
sector, education, nutrition and in jobs.
As part of President Muhammadu Buhari’s campaign promise and in fulfilment of his campaign
promises, our government established the National Social Investment Programme in 2016 for the
singular purpose of tackling poverty, addressing hunger and helping the very poor and very
vulnerable. The cluster of programmes under the National Social Investment Programme focuses on
ensuring a more equitable distribution of resources to vulnerable populations, including children,
youth and women.
Since 2016, these programmes combined, has supported up to 7.9million beneficiaries nationwide
through a fair and transparent process which is being implemented by the National Social
Investment Office under the office of his Excellency, the Vice President with support from the
ministry of budget and national planning and other line ministries, departments and agencies.
Excellencies, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen; the medium term economic and growth
plan has 3 strategic objectives namely; restoring growth, building a competitive economy and
investing in our people.
Speaking objectively let me assert that the first two objectives actually depend on the third; that is
to say investing in our people. Strategically, the National Social Investment Programme draws

inspiration from the third pillar of the ERGP of investing in our people. The National Social
Investment policy was developed and sponsored by the ministry of budget and national planning
passed by the federal executive council and approved by the President of the federal republic of
Nigeria. The policy is a framework for the implementation of the current National Social Investment
Programme. The policy has sixteen measures which are all aimed at addressing human investment,
while the theory behind the policy is to provide a mix of policies and programmes designed for
individuals and households throughout the lifecycle to prevent and reduce poverty, and also to
ensure that socio economic shocks are provided for by promoting and enhancing livelihood and
providing a life of dignity for our people.
This policy, basically carters for all Nigerian citizens from cradle to grave. Distinguished guests, ladies
and gentlemen, the ERGP, the National Social Protection Policy and the National Social Investment
Programme are all initiated by this government to give a life of dignity to all Nigerians but most
especially, to specifically support the poor and vulnerable members in our society. Let me say clearly
that without investing in human capital, all other investments including capital investments are at
risk of failure and the current government is very much aware of this.
To demonstrate the commitment of this government in investing in its people, the total budget of
the National Social Investment Programme across the MDAs of health, education, youth and sports
development and the National Social Investment Programme experienced a quantum leap from 814
million in 2015 to 1.3million in 2016 to 1.4million in 2017 and 1.5million in the proposed 2018
budget. It is important to note that for the first time in Nigeria, we have a National Social Investment
Programme with a budget size of NGN500billion in the last two years of 2016 and 2017 budgets with
the same amount being proposed in the 2018 budget.
The programmes under the National Social Investment Programme are four clusters; the first one is
the home grown school feeding programme which is aimed at delivering nutritious meals to every
child in a public school with a specific focus on increasing school enrolment, improving their health
outcomes and also retention in schools and school completion. The second cluster is the conditional
cash transfer programme which is designed to provide some level of purchasing power to the poor
and vulnerable. The N-Power programme is designed to assist young Nigerians between the ages of
18-35 to acquire and develop lifelong skills for becoming entrepreneurs with a basic stipend of
NGN30, 000 per month and also for skills acquisition opportunity.
The government enterprise programme (GEEP), is a micro lending intervention that targets traders,
artisans, enterprising youth, farmers and women in particular; by providing loans that range from
NGN10, 000 to NGN100, 000 without collateral or interest. The social housing programme is the last
cluster and this is designed to deliver ten thousand units of low cost houses under a special
mortgage financing arrangement.
Social investment is a cardinal feature of governance as it seeks to strengthen the coordination with
some national governments and guarantee cohesion between the governed and the government. If
we must improve the effectiveness of governance, three key points must be focused upon. Firstly,
we must ensure there is cooperation and knowledge sharing across the three tiers of government.
Secondly, there must be evidence based planning and discussions and finally, there must be reliable
data and information around socio economic issues. This is what we are currently doing and it is

what we will continue to do. Our programmes operate in an open and transparent manner, with
linkages between the clusters and full cooperation from the states.
The holistic approach has become the hallmark of the National Social Investment Programme.
Excellencies, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, I make bold to say that no fewer than
7.9million Nigerians, out of a projected 10million Nigerians, have benefited from the National Social
Investment Programme. According to the National Social Investment Office, nearly 70% success rate
has been achieved in the implementation of the programmes to date. Besides the 7.9million direct
beneficiaries, there is also a 1.7million indirect beneficiaries comprising of cooks, farmers, vulnerable
household members and other beneficiaries outside the various value chains.
Till date, we have all 36 states and the FCT participating in at least two of the programmes actively.
Under the National Social Investment Safety for instance, there is a register with about four hundred
and thirty thousand names of poor and vulnerable households which have been identified from five
thousand five hundred communities in 23 states of the federation. As at today, two hundred and
ninety five thousand people are drawing the NGN5, 000 monthly stipend cash transfers.
The home grown feeding programme currently feeds about 1.48million school pupils in 22 states –
the children are being fed one meal in every school day with the pupils in 53, 500 primary schools
across the country. The GEEP programme has so far issued out loans to 260, 000 women, youths and
men. The N-power programme has employed 200, 000 volunteers that have been recruited and are
working and they earn NGN30, 000 monthly. A set of 300, 000 graduate volunteers have been preselected and would be deployed in the course of the year 2018.
Despite the achievements of these programmes, a number of bottlenecks need to be addressed; the
large unemployment rate in the country and the fast growing population. Of the 200million
Nigerians, about 65% are youths under 30 years old. Other challenges include revenue shortfalls,
lack of adequate security and under development. Irrespective of these challenges, our commitment
to invest in hard as well as soft infrastructure is important. Continuation of investment in human
capital is necessary as it would help achieve our growth objectives of 7% of GDP by 2020 with the
intention of ensuring not only sustainability but also inclusivity.
Going forward, we are committing to increasing investments in healthcare, education, nutrition,
youth development and also continue investing in the National Social Investment Programmes.
There is a plan for gradual realisation as provided for in the National Social Protection Policy. Using a
realistic model of enhancing the power of the private sector and unlocking the entrepreneurship
skills of our youth, the unemployment problem in the country would be tackled, ensuring that our
youths are equipped with the adequate skill set required to increase their productivity. We also have
challenges of public misrepresentation due to past experiences of some social investment
programmes. To address, a robust communication strategy has been put in place to enable better
communication to Nigerians on the social investment programme and how the citizens can
contribute and be part of the change agenda.
After two years of running this credible programme, we are confident that more development
partners will support government to invest in our people and hopefully before the end of the year,
the National Social Investment Policy will receive legal backing by the passage from the national
assembly. This is important to ensure sustainability of the programmes.

Excellencies, distinguished ladies and gentlemen, the discuss of social investment as the future of
governance cannot be over emphasised as the role of government and various stakeholders in
maximising the welfare of people and ensuring a life of dignity for all, is the ultimate service of
governance. The investment in human capital will enhance people’s capacity to participate in
Nigeria’s economic growth objectives and also to have a better integration of our nation’s socio
economic development aspirations. The current government is committed to investing in people and
all hands must be on deck to achieve this national development agenda for the sake of the Nigerians
of today and in the future. Thank you for your kind attention.

THE NATIONAL HOME GROWN SCHOOL FEEDING
PROGRAMME - MRS ABIMBOLA ADESANMI
NATIONAL PROGRAMME COORDINATOR,
NATIONAL HOME GROWN SCHOOL FEEDING
PROGRAMME
Childhood is a unique window of opportunities, to invest in a child is to invest in the future. The
home grown school feeding programme has tapped into this unique opportunity by providing a hot
nutritious meal for the public primary school pupils in Nigeria. These meals that are provided daily
are sourced from the community, grown by local farmers. These farmers are called the small holder
farmers and the multiplier effects seen with these farmers, is the guaranteed off taking market for
the food that they produce. You can imagine when we have to produce 3.2million eggs for the pupils
in 22 states of the country where we presently feed. The farmers have to increase their farm size
and they have to aggregate these produce in order to get the food across to the children.
While they get the food across to the children they have increased income and from the increased
income, they have an increased livelihood. We have not only catered for the livelihood of the
farmers but also that of the cooks. For us, the cooks have been part of the financial inclusion process
of the federal government. The cooks have access to financial services that meet their needs and
they are able to save because we pay directly into their accounts. They are able to prepare nutritious
meals for these children. By including them in this process, we have been able to reduce the poverty
within their community and also to boost prosperity.
The children are the main beneficiaries. There are a lot of children who have not attended school or
did not wait to complete school but because of the meal, it became a motivation for them to come
to school. I remember when I was young and was discussing with a friend yesterday and of the
stories we told, we remembered Samco milk which was the milk we got when we were in school.
That motivation allows the children to attend school and pay attention in class. We have testimonies
from teachers who say there is active participation in our schools, while the head teachers testify
that pupils migrate from the private schools to the public schools because of the one meal. Due to
the investment in children, we have helped to promote equitable societies allowing more people to
be able to participate in economic development. But we can’t tell the story ourselves with numbers;
7.5million children feeding, 75, 000 cooks....they are here and would be speaking on what they have
benefited from the programme and how it has impacted in their lives.
TESTIMONIES FROM BENEFICIARIES
Mrs Rosemary John Ignatius - Food Vendor, National Home Grown School Feeding Programme
Representing Akwa-Ibom state, a very proud cook and has benefitted a lot from the home grown
feeding programme. The programme has enabled me take care of my family as well as granted me
and other women like me are able to go to the bank every 10 days to withdraw funds. There is a
great change in the lives of these women including myself and I am very pleased to be a part of this
programme. Two years ago, our schools especially the primary schools were almost empty but since

we started this programme, there is no space in most of our schools as children attend school daily
because of the free meal a school day.
I pray the good Lord bless our president in Jesus name.
Muhammad Anas Ishaq Pupil-Beneficiary School, National Home Grown School Feeding
Programme
I am from a model primary school in Kaduna state; my friend Yusuf Suleiman didn’t want to attend
school but as soon as the one meal a school day started, he started attending school. I like coming to
school now, I have friends and I eat every day....good bye to hunger. Our menu is as follows:
Mondays we have moin moin, Tuesdays we eat rice and beans with fish, Wednesdays we have beans
porridge, on Thursdays we eat jollof rice and egg and on Fridays we are given juice and biscuits.
Thank you.
Janet Ekeretudor Pupil-Beneficiary School, National Home Grown School Feeding Programme
I am from Methodist school in Akwa-Ibom state. I want to thank our president for the food we eat
every school day in school. There are a lot of children in school these days because of the
programme. We are eating and enjoying and our favourite meal is fried rice and chicken as well as
indomie noodles and eggs. We are also given bread and egg and juice. Thank you.
Hajiya Bintu Adamu Egg Vendor, National Home Grown School Feeding Programme
Good afternoon Mr. President, all dignitaries, you are welcome. I am the CEO of an agric farm in
Kaduna state. As an aggregator, I mop eggs from the 23 local governments which comes to 34, 000
crates of egg every week to supply to all the cooks in the local communities. We feed 1.1million
pupils every week and because of this programme, most farms that in the past were not operational,
have been able to produce and provide for the sustainability of the programme. For instance, there’s
an egg supplier in one of the local government areas that had difficulties in supplying 10 crates of
eggs, now she supplies 75 crates to me weekly and she is paid cash as she delivers. In the past, I had
12, 000 birds in my farm but because of this programme, I have increased the number of laying birds
to 20, 000. I have also been able to increase my workforce. Currently, I have 25 workers in my farm;
this comprises of direct and indirect workers.
We thank the president of Nigeria for initiating this programme and we (the poultry farmers) would
be glad if this programme continues as it has improved our lives and brought us more business.
Thank you very much Mr. President.

N-POWER PROGRAMME & JOB CREATION
MR AFOLABI IMOUKHUEDE
SENIOR SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT ON
JOB CREATION AND YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

Mr. President Sir, Mr. Vice President Sir, our celebrant of today Asiwaju Ahmed Bola Tinubu,
our Jagaban Gborgu, I stand on all existing established protocols. I stand before us today to
relay human impact stories of the president Muhammadu Buhari’s National Social Investment
N-Power Programme. We rolled out the first batch of 200, 000 in December 2016 with our youths
serving in all 774 local governments in the education, health and agriculture sectors. As I traverse
the entire country last year visiting 18 states in all the six geopolitical zones, I saw hope restored.
Hadiza Abubakar Aliyu Garwa, previously an unemployed graduate said N-Power restored her dignity
of being a Nigerian after being unemployed for 8years. Same was Bargadi Mohammed of Barma in
Bornu state, a victim of the Boko Haram insurgency who was settled in an IDP camp but N-Power
livelihood resettled him and his family out of the IDP.
I saw young Nigerians with restored faith in their country celebrating the transparency of the NPower application and selection process that they did not have to know anybody before you are
selected and there was unleashed creativity and entrepreneurship. This has been perhaps, the most
powerful and most rewarding seeing an army of young Nigerians galvanising their future through
cooperatives and small businesses even as we saw in Delta – the agro corps, now registered in the
state and benefiting from the state micro credit loans. In Ogun state, Ihechi though Igbo but resident
in Ijebu Ode; now operating Ijebu garri processing from our stipend savings. In Plateau state, in the
words of Emmanuel who said to me “that this NGN30, 000 paid to us monthly is like NGN30 billion in
my account” because he is a poultry farmer at night and a teacher by day and has now employed
two of his community neighbours.
I saw community impact......a story of Hadiza in Bauchi; who is naturally too shy to speak or teach
but when she looked into the eyes of the kids in school, said that because I want these children to
become a graduate like me tomorrow I will take on this role. Another of such beneficiaries here with
us today is Dapil who is visually impaired and who will tell the story of his experience with the
programme.
Mr Dapil Ali Volunteer, N-Power Teach
All protocols observed. I am an N-Power beneficiary and was posted to a centre for the handicap
where I am a mathematics and science teacher for pupils with visual impairment in primary and
secondary school. I also facilitate workshops organised for maths and science teachers of secondary
schools and I assist students with visual impairment at the tertiary level where they have
mathematics related issues. I also transcribe printed books to Braille and used the stipend I earned
to start a farm which yielded 5 bags of rice and 50 bags of sweet potatoes last year. I say a big thank
you to N-Power and Mr. President for pioneering this programme.

MR AFOLABI IMOUKHUEDE Continues....
Mr. President, Sir, these stories are true not only in our graduate segment like Dapil is but also in our
non-graduate segment – the vocational training and apprenticeship programme represented here by
Taiwo. Mr. President, Sir, how were we able to achieve this great ambitious feat; arguably, the last
post tertiary engagement at any one time in pan Africa? The answer simply put is technology. NPower’s tripod vision of learn, work (which is applied learning) and exist into entrepreneurship, was
made possible by technology engaged by the bank of industry as part of the asset finance for the
learning content loaded devices distributed to all our N-Power graduates. On that note, I invite
Seinde Olobayo, the Chief Solutions Architect of Softcom our technical partner to speak on the role
of technology in our N-Power delivery.
N-POWER: THE TECHNOLOGY STORY MR OMOSEINDEMI OLOBAYO CHIEF SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT,
SOFTCOM LIMITED
Mr. President Sir, Mr. Vice President Sir, the celebrant Asiwaju Bola Tinubu, please permit me to ride
on all other existing protocols. It was a very ambitious plan to recruit 5,000 people to train them and
put them in jobs very close to where they lived. At Softcom, we were very excited and inspired to
learn of the government’s intention to actually drive this with technology working with local
companies and for this we say thank you.
Over 20 stakeholders in the government and private sectors working at different levels were
involved at some point in the journey of the volunteer. This was achieved either through the
recruitment of the volunteer or ensuring that effective learning was achieved by providing mobile
devices to enable them function efficiently and payment to volunteers was made. Looking at the
requirements and operational tasks involved in this programme, it was obvious that technology was
required to drive and deliver this seamlessly in a connected way.
For us at Softcom, being at the centre of this and driving this programme was a huge responsibility
for us. We had about 3million applicants for the N-Power programme and each applicant had to go
through an identity verification process, online testing and physical verification. At the end of the
selection process, about 500, 000 volunteers were selected. The volunteers were selected via a fair,
equitable and human manipulative free process. The selection process was successful because of
technology that was used and it’s worthy to note that this technology was 100% locally designed and
built.
The same platform used for the selection process, is currently used to manage the records of the
volunteers and also used to deliver capacity development to them on a large scale. Each volunteer
has access to content that enables them understand all they need for the various jobs, deliver on the
jobs and have a rewarding life after the programme in entrepreneurial development or
employability depending on their individual choice.
Technology also helps track the individual payment of every volunteer starting from when the funds
are debited from the government account to the volunteer’s account. We have also followed up
with stories on how the programme has impacted on their local economy.
Finally, a job means different things to different people; for some people it means relief from pains
and pressure, for others it means security from uncertainty and also hopes for a brighter future. I

would like to ask everyone to visit the exhibition centre after the programme to understand and
appreciate what the programme to about and how it has impacted positively on all 774 local
governments in Nigeria. Thank you.
MR AFOLABI IMOUKHUEDE Continues....
The relationship of social investment and technology to impacting in solving the challenges in our
community is also extended in our effort to rebuilding the North East, through the North East
Makeathon efforts. At this point, I would like to introduce Mohammed Brimah SA on IDP to talk to
us about this.
The North East Makeathon Mr Brimah Mohammed SA to the Vice President on Internally Displaced
Persons
Good afternoon distinguished guests, I’m here to speak about the North East Makeathon. We are all
aware of the humanitarian crisis in the North East. Part of the response to the crisis from President
Muhammadu Buhari’s administration was to challenge Nigerians to come up with innovative
solutions to local problems by supporting innovation hubs across the country. This led to the running
of a makeathon. A makeathon challenge in the North East, popularly called the NE Makeathon; a
makeathon is a process of crowd sourcing home grown ideas on how to find solutions to challenges
in the North East. The ultimate goal is to transition the best ideas from the competition to form the
basis of the North East humanitarian tech hub.
This hub will bring together innovators with the assistance of the government, industry and large
scale entrepreneurs to develop, validate and integrate new humanitarian solutions through
partnerships that connect local community impacts to national and global platforms with the
resonating motto “collaborate to co-create”.
The North East Makeathon is being run by the Social Investment Office in partnership with the
international committee of the Red Cross and the PCNI. Since the launch of the North East
Makeathon challenge in October 2017, about 1, 500 ideas were received as entries towards solving
challenges in the 6 main areas identified. These ideas were screened to 250 and the idea pitch event
was organised in Abuja and Yola respectively. This event was done to give the teams an opportunity
to pitch their ideas to a panel and stand a chance of making it through to the co-creation boot camp.
We have witnessed so far great passion and commitment from these (mostly) young Nigerians and
therein lies the lessons we all must draw from, our diversity truly is our strongest points. Candidates
came all the way from Kaduna, the Niger-Delta, Lagos, Akure and all over the country to be part of
the solutions to the problems faced in the North East. Branching far out of their comfort zones and
making sacrifices to be there on pitch day to proffer solutions for their brothers and sisters in the
affected areas.
While travelling the region to create awareness of the project and during the various pitch sessions,
our team had the pleasure of meeting various minds from the engineering background. Like
Williams, who had designed a modern day multi-functional machinery, that had the ability to
function as a drilling machine making irrigation on the farm easier and out of season farming
possible. The same machine can be re-coupled to serve as a tractor, a land tiller, harvester and
transport vehicle for the crops. Williams is a graduate of a technical college in Adamawa state. We

also met with a team of innovators called the Bornu Tech Forum, graduates from the University of
Maiduguri and some from Rahmat Polytechnic making great strides in solving problems using
technology. We were shown drones fabricated in their institutions labs that had passed initial field
tests, automated irrigation systems that worked remotely using SMS messaging, innovation in the
field of health services like object sensor vibrating walking sticks for the visually impaired and
innovations in better equipping our armed forces in the battle field. These experiences reminded me
of a wise saying His Excellency, the Vice President says consistently “talent is equally distributed, but
opportunity is not”. The North East hub is bringing opportunities to the brilliant minds in the North
East.
Despite facing the terror of the last 7 years with their livelihood destroyed, villages burned, loved
ones lost, I have seen in the eyes of the North Easterners, a determination to fight and capture their
narrative. I see in the North East makeathon applicants, strength in our diversity and unity, the hope
of a better Nigeria, the ideal black nation of pride, leadership and innovation, a utopia and a
wakanda. Thank you.
MR AFOLABI IMOUKHUEDE Continues....
Mr. President Sir, let me conclude by laying your message to all Nigerian youths; N-Power is serious
investment, business and indeed a direct investment into individual lives not just mere statistics. As
such, the only return on investment expected from them are these livelihood impacting stories as
have been reported to you Sir.
On behalf of the 500,000 plus, graduates and non-graduates and indeed the indirect beneficiaries in
the extended micro and macro value chain, we say a resounding thank you very much sir.

THE GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISE AND
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME, ‘MARKET MONI’MRS TOYIN ADENIJI EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BOI
COORDINATOR, GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISE AND
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME
(REPRESENTED BY MR. UZOMA NWAGBA,
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, GOVERNMENT
ENTERPRISE AND EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME)
Good afternoon, the President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, His Excellency the Vice President,
the celebrant, chief Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu, distinguished guest; permit me to stand on all
existing protocols.
With the theme of the day “investing in our people” , it’s an honour to be sharing the story of GEEP
and in doing, demonstrating the impact of the potential that can be obtained when capital is
invested in our people. GEEP is more of the commercial side of the social intervention programme.
With an interest free loan as shown in the video, beneficiaries can get loans between NGN50, 000 to
NGN250, 000 and these beneficiaries comprises of market women, traders, artisans, youths and
farmers and it’s being executed by the Bank of Industry.
To have access to a loan, the beneficiaries do not need any collateral all that is required is a
cooperative, BVN and a verified trade. Permit me to continue my remarks by building on the stories
of two everyday Nigerians one of whom was shown in the video. Dauda is from Bauchi, the first of
22 children and this has made him the bread winner of his village. The interesting thing about him is
that he has honed his skills so much that he is now professional world class mai shai. His indomie
noodles, bread and shai are the most acclaimed in his local community. When I met Dauda, he was a
struggling man, trying to sell at least one of his shai to feed one of his 22 mouths. Like most young
Nigerians, he is an ambitious man and knew what he needed to grow his business. All he needed was
NGN40, 000 to inject in his struggling business in order to expand and make the necessary multiple
trips to the market to source products for his business. For 3 years, he was unable to access any loan
until he met a GEEP agent who told him it was possible to access such loans from the government at
no interest or collateral.
He applied for the GEEP loan and was given NGN50, 000 to inject in his business and we have been
monitoring him for the last 6months. He has not only tripled his business but he has made what we
consider the most unexpected advancement from this loan as he used the profits from his loan to
get an education. Today, he’s not just the mai shai of his local community but also a certified dental
technician. Our next story is Constance, a trader in a market in Aba and she is here to tell her story.
As inspiring as these stories are, what really excites us is that these are not our best testimonies.
They are here today as a matter of convenience because they were easier to reach and get down to
Lagos. Their stories are typical of the beneficiaries of the GEEP programme; typical stories like the
bag maker from Osun, the dairy farmer in Kano, the photocopying man in Yenagoa; same exact
stories. The GEEP loans and access to the credit has literally transformed their lives.

Today, GEEP is the largest micro credit scheme in the history of the country with about 300, 000
beneficiaries, with the largest credit scheme in the world is in India called guaranteed loans and it
has about 400, 000 beneficiaries. This shows that as a country we are on the path to run the largest
credit scheme in the world. At this point, I would like to call on Constance and Dauda to tell their
stories on their experience with GEEP loans. Thank you.
Mrs Constance Lewechukwu Trader, GEEP Beneficiary
I have my business in Ariaria International Market, Aba in Abia state. I have been in business for a
very long time and have been trying to expand my business but due to financial constraints and the
inability to get loans from banks, I have not been able to achieve this. I was introduced to the GEEP
programme by someone and within a short while, I was availed the loan I needed to expand my
business. The GEEP loan has not only grown the business but has also improved the quality of life of
my family and I; for that I would like to thank the government.
MR. UZOMA NWAGBA Continues....
Even in the implementation of the GEEP programme, there is more. From the stories of the
beneficiaries, one can see that they had issues accessing financial aid and 50% of them didn’t have
bank accounts or operated a mobile wallet before they joined the GEEP programme. With the help
of these loans, these beneficiaries have been able to build financial histories for themselves in their
various banks beyond the loans. Some of them have also been able to use the credit histories built
from the GEEP loans to get more funding from their various banks.
On that note, we would like to thank the president and the vice president for the opportunity to
execute this vision of the social intervention programme through credits. Thank you.

THE NATIONAL CASH TRANSFER PROGRAMME
MRS MARYAM UWAIS SPECIAL ADVISER TO THE
PRESIDENT ON SOCIAL INVESTMENT

Good afternoon Mr. President, Mr. Vice President and his lovely wife, the celebrant, Asiwaju Bola
Ahmed Tinubu and his beautiful wife, distinguished members of the national assembly and all
honourable members, His Excellency, the governor of Lagos state, I would like to stand on existing
protocols.
Today, statistics convey that about 43% of Nigeria’s over 190million citizens live in poverty, below
the poverty line; without adequate economic or labour opportunities. Our young citizens are
especially at risk of committing crimes, unrest and indoctrination into radical extremism. Our social
investment programme is about addressing the needs of our communities, the youth, our women
and children. To assure our transparency, all our beneficiaries are paid directly into their accounts or
by the mobile money agents with the BVN being a key component for tracking payments.
As you have seen, the multiplier effects of our programmes are immeasurable. From the booming
businesses created for mobile money agents in terms of transaction fees to the community
warehouses we are reviving for aggregating food items for purchase. The cooking utensils and dishes
being bought by our women, the overalls being sewn in Aba and the revival of meat factories and
formation of profitable associations given the volume of cattle, fish and poultry being consumed by
our children in the schools. Our financial inclusion efforts have increased as the majority of our
beneficiaries never had bank accounts.
We have a national social register with 700, 000 households from 23 states currently with 10 more
to come on board next month. The register has desegregated information on poor households which
can be accessed by the private sector, donor agencies and well meaning philanthropists. We
information on the communities we visit so we know how close primary and secondary schools,
primary health centres, payment services providers, accessibility (via bush paths or roads) and issues
of connectivity are to the communities and this information is shared with the various state
governments to provide support for its people.
About 3, 000 community facilitators have been trained in many wards. These facilitators work hand
in hand with care givers by training and mentoring them. Children are going back to school; parents
are rebuilding their homes and starting small businesses. I would like us to take a minute to consider
the people behind this; two are here to tell their stories however, we have over 300, 000
beneficiaries and the number increases daily. For instance, Maimuna Abdullahi of Jigawa state, a
single mother who expressed her surprise when she was selected as a beneficiary. She testifies on
how the NGN10, 000 received every 2 months has added value to her life and that of her children.
I would like to introduce Jeremiah a beneficiary from Cross Rivers state.

Mr. Jeremiah – Beneficiary, Cross Rivers State
Welcome Mr. President and Mr. Vice President. I was a disabled beggar today and I became disabled
when I fell from a tree trying to get some fruits. Since I was introduced to the cash transfer
programme, I have stopped begging. I invested the money I received from the programme in
recharge cards and other petty trades. Today, I don’t beg any more but rather, I have savings and
can afford to take care of my family. I would like to thank the president for this initiative. Thank you.
MRS MARYAM UWAIS continues....
We are also trying to draw linkages between the programmes. At the moment N-Power agro maps
farmers around the schools to ensure they grow sufficient food for the cooks to feed the
neighbouring schools. Also, N-Power ICT supporting all our offices in the states we are present in,
the GEEP loans are also given to the cooks as we are trying to integrate the programmes for optimal
delivery. The communities economies are improving and the rural poor are supported by these
programmes to improve their livelihood and reduce their multidimensional challenges.
We have 200, 000 graduates being paid NGN300, 000 and they are mentored via devices guided with
meaningful contents. Technology hubs are coming up.....the hub in Lagos would be up very soon in
the Lagos Business School related to climate change and clean energy. It would be open to persons
with innovative ideas that can be operated at scale. Our past approach has been overhauled to
support the vulnerable in a structured and coordinated way. This support is no longer viewed as a
subsidy to maintain the vulnerable but rather as an investment in the economic growth our country.
Investing in our people is one of the core pillars of our growth plan and we are proud that we have
touched the lives of over 7million Nigerians directly and over 2million indirectly. As with any
investment, the impact would be felt in the mid and long term although they are positive stories so
far to be told from the programmes. The world over, social investment policies if implemented
properly are designed to promote the efficiency of the labour market.
Social protection is increasingly being viewed by the international community, economists,
governments and development practitioners alike to be decisive in poverty reduction. On the whole,
economic success and inclusive growth goes hand in hand with concerted investments in social
protection. In many countries, this has resulted in more than 10% increase in GDP and over 30% if
access to education and health are included. Countries like Brazil, India and Pakistan have
successfully revitalised their economies by linking the implementation of cash transfers to their
challenges.
With a sustained and focused investment, Nigeria will graduate generations out of poverty. Working
with experienced partners, a road map will be designed on social investment for the next 5 years.
With clear projections on the targeted impact of Nigeria’s investment on economic and social
development, this administration is determined to assess the perception of those who have been
classified as poor. We appreciate the 43% of Nigerians for their resilience and ability to withstand
economic shocks. Our prayer is that Nigerians would be patient and discerning enough to appreciate
the seeds that have been planted today.
The effects of the cash transfer programme as well as all of our other programmes are strategic
instruments aimed at reducing poverty and improving living conditions. Our growth is steady and

inclusive as we are inspiring hope, providing opportunities and stimulating productivity by meeting
our responsibilities to the poorest of our citizens. The bond between government and its citizens is
being strengthened.
This is our priority as mandated by our leadership, thank you very much for the opportunity to run
these programmes.

TYING THE KNOTS - LINKING THE PHILOSOPHY TO
GOVERNANCE AND COMMITMENT HIS EXCELLENCY,
PROF. YEMI OSINBAJO (SAN)
VICE PRESIDENT, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
Your Excellency the President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, President Muhammadu Buhari, my
dear wife, Mrs. Oludolapo Osinbajo, Your Excellency the Governor of Lagos state, Mr. Akinwunmi
Amode and his dear wife; and all of the excellencies, governors of the states that are present today.
Members of the National Assembly especially the majority leader Senator Lawan, other members of
the national assembly, members of the federal executive council, your Excellencies of the diplomatic
community, great leaders of our party especially Baba Akande, Baba Omokekeke who is here. The
Oba of Lagos, HRH Oba Rilwan Akiolu and all traditional leaders present. Our honorary, His
Excellency Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu, Jagaban Gborgu, Jagaban Africa etc and his wife, Her
Excellency Senator Mrs. Remi Tinubu.
We started this colloquium 10years ago and I know most of us have heard the story. Many of those
that started the idea of the colloquium are probably here today. Most of us had worked with the
then governor of Lagos state, governor Bola Ahmed Tinubu for several years and we decided to
ensure that every year on the occasion of this birthday, we would take time to discuss matters of
national importance. The reason for this was because Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu ran an unusual
government in Lagos state. It was unusual because it was a government where there was a great
deal of arguments and as a leader of that government, he permitted so much argument and many
different shades of ideas.
I recall an occasion when we talked about the land use charge....today; I know there are issue
around the land use charge. When the concept was developed, there were so many arguments one
group felt the charge shouldn’t be introduced at all, another felt it was important to do so. When
this argument took place in Ikeja at the governor’s guest house, Asiwaju, Lai Mohammed, Wale
Edun, Yemi Gadoso, Dele Alake and a few others were all present arguing on both sides. At some
point when Asiwaju was losing the argument, he stormed out to get more facts and figures and at
the end, we instituted the charge and the foundation of what we see today in Lagos state was
developed. I would like to commend Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu for ensuring that the generation of
individuals he developed are allowed to contradict and challenge his views which he gave in to in
some cases.
My role today is to tie the knots and link the philosophy to government and commitment to our
social investment programme. I want to thank the president of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, His
Excellency, President Muhammadu Buhari for giving me the opportunity to coordinate this
programme and also for giving me a free hand to run the programme. The programme is structured
in a way that all issues related to procurement and finance has been delegated to the ministry of
budgeting and national planning to ensure transparency. We have a steering committee comprising
on 6 ministers who decide on what direction the programme should take with me as the chairman.
The Bola Tinubu colloquium draws its priority and main focus on Bola Tinubu’s life and also ideas are

generated with the aim of shaping our nation for the better. Not only is the celebrant a man of the
people but his life story of both public and private spheres, tells of a fighter and a champion of
people oriented causes.
Let me say that when we began this journey (our government), our party APC, was determined to
change the dominant narrative about our country. We were determined to ensure that the notion of
a country rich in natural resources but even richer in human capital but being destroyed daily by
grand corruption and the impunity in the looting of public resources was changed. We saw a nation
where a few in office have so privatised the common wealth; that while oil prices were at their
highest with growth figures as high as 70%, the majority of the people were extremely poor.
On one of our campaigns in Zamfara state, Mr. President asked us to look at the eyes of the people
and we saw the poverty and desperation in their eyes which they expected us to fix as soon as we
got into office. On the campaign trail, the president emphasised three things; security, the economy
(the welfare of the people) and corruption. To address the question on the welfare of the people, we
realised that if we waited for the economy to improve and provide jobs for the young people
especially, many would have lost people and engaged in all manners of illegal activities.
Two decisions were made; to invest heavily in agriculture thereby creating jobs in the hinterlands
and providing enough food locally for all the urban areas. In our agriculture programme, this is
already a huge success as millions of Nigerians have been employed in agriculture, owners of
abandoned farms have returned to their farms. In the past, these farms were leased out to other
farmers that could afford it but now, owners of farms are back on their farm lands. The second
decision was to put in place an audacious social investment programme to the tune of NGN500
billion; the largest pro-poor programme in the history of our nation and the largest social safety net
in sub-Saharan Africa. This was despite the fact that by 2015, oil prices fell by over 50% and our
production also fell from over 2million barrels per day to less than 700, 000 barrels per day;
sometimes 500, 000 in 2016.
We have seen today, the empirical evidence of the successes of the programme with stories from
beneficiaries from the N-Power programme – 200, 000 jobs for undergraduates, 300, 000 more
waiting to be employed (they have been pre-selected); 7 million children being fed daily in 22 states;
beneficiaries from micro credit loans almost 300, 000; 700, 000 households benefitting from the
cash transfer programme. As for our fight against corruption, we realised that if we don’t kill
corruption it would kill us. Corruption is an essential problem for Nigeria. Let me pause here to
reiterate that all I have seen here in government in the last 3 years, the corruption of the previous 5
years is what destroyed the Nigerian economy.
Every time we talk about corruption, our opponents say we should forget about it and do something.
A Yoruba proverb says “when the conversation comes to the matter of tales, the frog will say let us
skip that don’t talk about it”. We will talk about it because we must let our people know that we
cannot afford to go this way again, never again would we allow a system that takes the resources of
the people against the people. As a party and current government, we must show the difference
between us and the previous government that impoverished the country. For instance, in 2014
when oil was between $100 - $114 a barrel, the actual releases of capital for 3 ministries; power,
works and housing (then 3 separate ministries), was NGN99 billion while transportation and
agriculture got NGN 14 and NGN15 billion respectively. Let’s compare these figures with what was

released for the same ministries in 2017; when oil prices were between $50 - $60 a barrel, NGN415
billion for power, works and housing; NGN80 billion for transportation and NGN65 billion for
agriculture, totalling NGN560 billion in a time when we are earning at least 50% less than we were
earning in 2014.
This is possible because if the resources of the people are not stolen, it is channelled to projects that
can improve their lives. When the president insisted on the TSA, it was discovered that the
government could see how much money was available in the system. I want to say that this same
government that spent NGN139 billion only on agriculture, transport, works and housing etc,
between January 2015 and the elections, the sum of NGN100 billion and $289 million in cash was
released and shared. The sum of money was in excess of the amount of money that was spent on
power, works and housing, transport.....and this is the point we are making. There is no country in
the world that would allow its resources to be plundered the way ours has been plundered and
expect to be economically viable.
Nigeria is unlike any other country because of the level of corruption that was perpetuated and that
is why we are committed to stop this corruption. When corruption is being fought the way our
government is fighting it, it would fight back. The fight is taking place everywhere, in social media for
instance however, we are determined to stop it. When you listen to the stories of the young people,
the vulnerable and disabled; they are the people we are responsible for. They voted for us and we
must ensure we defend their rights. It’s in this defence that we would make sure that those that
have been taking the resources of this country are made to pay for it.
I will give one last example; $3 billion was lost to a project called, the strategic alliance contracts in
NNPC. The same amount is being proposed today with the minister of finance present during a
meeting with the economic management team, to construct the following roads; Abuja – Kaduna –
Kano road, second Niger bridge, Enugu – Port Harcourt road, East West road, Shagamu – Ore – Benin
road, Kano – Maiduguri road, Abuja – Lafia – Akwanga – Keffi road and Lagos – Abeokuta old road.
That is why the criminal looting of this country cannot be allowed to continue and the perpetuators
must be held accountable.
Today, we earn 50% less than 5 years ago and we are investing several times more. In 2017, we
spent NGN1.3 trillion on capital the largest in the history of this country despite earning 50% less.
The majority of our people depend on the integrity of those who govern them because they don’t
have a voice. They too poor and in many cases too vulnerable to say anything for themselves; thus
it’s our historic duty as a party and a government to provide for all of them, be a voice for them and
make the necessary sacrifices even at a high cost for them. That is why I am so pleased that the
government of President Buhari has chosen the path of the people, to stand with the people, be
with the people. We as a government have chosen to take the side of the people and remain at their
side.
Once again, I would like to commend the man for whom we are gathered here today, Asiwaju
Ahmed Tinubu, a man who has been known time and time again for his battles for the people in this
country, beginning here in Lagos state, all over the south west and for the entire nation. I want to
commend him for his resilience and sticking to his principles as a fighter for the people of this
country. On our part as a government and for the rest of us, I believe that the best times for our
country are yet to come, the future of our country is bright, day by day and step by step we are

going in the right direction. Our country is getting better and better every day. Thank you very much
and God bless you.

REMARKS BY HIS EXCELLENCY,
MUHAMMADU BUHARI,
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

Your Excellency, the Vice President and his wife, Your Excellency, the governor of Lagos state and his
colleagues that are all here to support him, Your Excellency, members of the national assembly,
members of the federal executive council, Alhaji Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu and his wife, members
of Lagos state house of assembly and their executive council, Chief Bisi Akande, our party father, top
functionaries, royal fathers present, captains of industry, distinguished ladies and gentlemen.
I am happy to be here with you to celebrate the birthday of my friend and political partner, Bola
Ahmed Tinubu. I call on all Nigerians to join me in celebrating this man. Asiwaju is widely known as a
political strategists but strategy is barren unless wedded to a higher purpose other than itself. Here
Asiwaju also set himself apart. I have come to see him as a man who cares about people and a
fountain of ideas for the economy of the common man and woman. He is a true humanitarian and
we appreciate his contribution to Nigeria’s and Africa’s progress.
I salute the Vice President, Prof. Yemi Osinbajo and other members who initiated this colloquium a
decade ago. Over the course of the 10 years, we have travelled far in one sense yet moved a few
steps in another. We as a people and a nation are in the midst of a great endeavour; we seek to
change the ways and means of our collective existence. We seek a constructive nation, where our
leaders no longer rule by whim but by government according to law for the betterment of the
people. We seek to replace corruption with correctness, insecurity with safety and poverty with
prosperity.
The road we tread is rough and hard in spots. The search for progress and reform has its rough
patches. Many will fight you and connive to deter the march towards a better land but the march is
inevitable. There is no mortal hand that can keep us from our destiny thus we invest in people, in
ourselves because we are elevated by God given faith that tomorrow will be better than today and
that good will triumph over evil.
Forums such as this present ideas that can spark important discussions that enliven our national
discourse and enrich our country’s options. We seek to rebuild what has been wrongfully
constructed and to plant a firm foundation for progress where nothing now exists. Our goal is to
bring together every section of the nation and every Nigerian of every creed, every region and ethnic
group in mutually beneficial productive social economic and political relationship.
To accomplish our historical mission, we must invest in people. Here, I can say that expenditures
made by this government constitute investment in and for the people. We depend on the people to
govern. This government recognises this hence our investments in critical areas that touch the lives
of people directly like the social investment programme, school feeding programme, massive
investment in agriculture; a sector that employs over 65% of our people. We strive to set Nigeria on
an irreversible path of growth and development. This is the objective that guides our investment and
expenditures as a government.

We join hands to build a better country. We are resolute in our commitment to uplift our people and
make Nigeria a better place. I think my friend Asiwaju; will be happy with such a birthday gift. Happy
birthday Asiwaju, may God grant you more years of good health and service to Nigeria. Thank you.

TOAST BY HIS EXCELLENCY, GODWIN OBASEKI,
GOVERNOR OF EDO STATE

Your Excellency, the President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, Your Excellency, the Vice President
and his lovely wife. Permit me to stand on already existing protocol as I propose a toast of our
celebrant today.
As all of you know, today is one of the most important days in the Christian calendar because it
marks the last day Jesus Christ spent on earth and it epitomises what Christianity represents. Today
remember the fundamentals of our faith and what Christianity stands for which is sacrifice, courage
and hope. Coincidentally the life of our celebrant, Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu, represents these
values and virtues.
As senator, two term governor, infact the governor of governors; I toast to one of the most strategic
politicians who defined the progressive politics of our country. Let us toast to a visionary who has
continued to invest in people and represent the hope of our politics.
I thank you Asiwaju, for encouraging fresh thinking in our politics and for having served as an
encouragement for people like me to get into politics. Before he commences his remarks, can you all
please rise and join me as we wish our leader, His Excellency, Senator Asiwaju Ahmed Tinubu, good
health, long life and a greater service to our country.
Congratulations!

RESPONSE BY HIS EXCELLENCY,
ASIWAJU BOLA AHMED TINUBU

Your Excellency, Mr. President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, Muhammadu Buhari, Your
Excellency, Vice President and my co-conspirator, Yemi Osinbajo and his wife, our dear governor of
Lagos state, Governor Akinwunmi Ambode and his wife who has been exceptionally committed to
the progress and the economical development to Lagos state.....we can only say thank you. After
many good jobs is more work, after beautiful challenges is more success if you work hard at it. We
are in the boat together. Your Excellencies, all governors from across the country, all deputy
governors particularly Idiat of Lagos state.....thank you for the friendship and collaboration with your
governor. The honourable ministers, some ex governors that are today ministers, all of you here
investing your time to celebrate and understand the discussion on investing in people; I say thank
you very much. Ministers and my very tough father, Olowu Eko, Baba Fuaj....thank you. All of you
from far and wide, from the North, from the East, from West and South South, the royal fathers, I
thank you very very much.
My family, my dear wife, Oluremi Tinubu, thank you very much. To my extended family, speaker
Lagos house of assembly and other speakers here present, I can see some of my very faithful friends
and compatriots, my advisers, my brothers, my friends; Aliko Danogte, Jim Ovia, Oba Otudeko; I am
loss for words......I thank you all. To our political sponsors and followers who have been with us all
through the years.....thank you. When we came in, we came in with a lot of hope, as APC leaders
several discussions with the diplomatic corps and foreign dignitaries made us put our heads together
to think and believe in ourselves that we can change Nigeria for good. We were strongly determined
that we would do it, giving our people the confidence and hope that we could achieve it. We believe
in ourselves and in Nigeria and we still do it.
Life is not interesting without challenges, we didn’t come as a political party with honey and sugar as
our logo; our logo is a broom tied together, a united Nigeria focusing to fight against terrorism and
corruption and to promote economic revival of the country. I have my speech written out but from
all the stories I have heard today from the success of the programme, I would not read it.
I can see what the government is doing with so little is what the country needs with all the
beneficiaries testifying to the benefits of the programme. We need this to get our country out of the
clutch of corrupt officers. When we got into office, we were asked not to talk about the extent of
corruption discovered in the system however, if we don’t talk about it, what would be the lesson
learnt for Nigerian on corruption? Forget those parties, they won’t come back.
There’s no nation without challenges....currently America is facing its own challenges. We didn’t say
there would be no challenges but we have to report what we met after we assumed office to

millions of Nigerians who voted for us. We will not keep quiet; we will continue talking about
it....PDP looted and wasted our resources; they did not keep their promise to Nigerians. The market
at their time was at its maximum as so was production and yet there’s nothing to show for it. Thank
you Nigerians for being patient with us, there’s a difference between us and them, night and day.
I am happy the president can change the course of this shipwreck experienced in our country. A
country that was steering in a wrong direction is now being steered and anchored in the right path
before it crashed. It was necessary and we have started the journey......the voyage is on, the voyage
of hope, the voyage of reclaiming Nigeria. We are retuning, reinventing and redirecting Nigeria. It is
not an easy course to embark on. Dear Nigerians, don’t accept their apologies; they lied to us,
falsified, changed figures for 16 years and made promises that they didn’t fulfil.
We are soldiering on as we have a nation to rescue, a good leader to emulate, we have hope to give
and people to invest in as this is what we must do. We have credits available to give as long as there
is availability of credit, corruption is curbed.....availability of credit is anti-corruption. If we have open
credits for Nigerian to buy what they need......Jim Ovia please think about it; people with small
incomes having access to loans would stimulate the economy. We can have mortgages and car loans
so Nigerians don’t have to part with large sums of monies same day because they want to acquire
something. Once credit facilities are in place to take care of all these and many more, the propensity
for corruption will be reduced.
Mr. President, with your collaboration, we are going to work on strengthening the pension plan to
stimulate growth in the economy. I promise to work harder and develop a paper on this project as
soon as possible which i will deliver to you. Thank you so much for encouraging us.
Every good thinking Nigerian would know there are challenges but the question is how are we
managing it? As a party, we must articulate the problems and come up with solutions/programmes
that would solve them and promise Nigerians that hope is back, we have the audacity to solve the
problems and we will bring Nigerians on the right path of prosperity and banish poverty forever.
Thank you very much.

